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               “SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS OF CAMARADERIE, REMEMBRANCE AND SUPPORT”  

Newsletter of the Cape Town Branch of SAAFA  

 P.O. Box 1051 Sea Point 8060  Email: JohnB.Brown@mweb.co.za  

Editor:  John Bayly Brown.  Tel:  Editor 0825755904 

Volume 35 No 1 March/April  2023 

The Editor extends his thanks for any contributions received. Opinions expressed in this newsletter 
do not necessarily reflect those of the Editor or SAAFA National Executive or Branch. The Editor re-
serves the right to amend or reject any editorial matter submitted for publication. It is not always 

possible to acknowledge the sources of the pictures  and articles  as  many  are downloaded by  
myself  from Facebook or other sources  onto  my  mobile phone, and it doesn't save the source, to 

anyone not acknowledged please accept the editors apologies for this transgression. 

  

  

A painting of 1717 Shackleton  0 off Cape Point—artist name obscured and undated— searched Online 
Pictures 
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Editorial:  

Greetings once again to one and all after a long delay and apologies for the lack 
of newsletters. This is the 1st edition for 2023 is been produced now on the  
West Coast in Langebaan, the editor has not crossed over to the West Coast 
Branch.  
The writers block has been finaly removed, so fingers are moving around the key 
board like crazy.  I started looking at the Shackleton again, so started looking for 
pictures and information. 
Whilst doing this research some of it last year, we  received the information that 
Oom Pottie ( WO 1 (ret) Henry James Potgieter) had passed away. So part of this 
newsletter is devoted to his memory with pictures of him and his baby.  
So to all please enjoy this newsletter and I will try to ensure that they come out, 
maybe a smaller edition but on a more regular basis. 
The Editor now also has a new head man and previously a regular contributor of 
items by way of Dr Alan Nelson, and of course our new chairman Nick Havenga. 
Please if anybody sees or finds some aviation goodies/articles pictures etc 
which would be of interest to others please send on to myself or Alan. 

Cheers  
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Dear Members,  

I would like to start by thanking the committee, the members of SAAFA 
Cape Town Branch for their support and confidence in allowing me to carry 
out the role and duties of Chair for SAAFA Cape Town.  

I am deeply appreciative for the opportunity to serve you as Chairman dur-
ing the coming year and am mindful of the importance of the office of this 
organisation. I especially want to thank Kevin Sampson for his contribution 
and leadership during the last year and handing off the baton so smoothly. 

 Let me kick off by saying, we must resuscitate our membership. We must 
encourage our fellow colleagues to join us at our functions, luncheons, and 
events. Let us all again enjoy that camaraderie, that companionship and 
fellowship we all know so well and have come to enjoy by getting together 
on a more regular basis. We must also endeavour to encourage and in-
spire those, youthful and timeworn serving members, let us not forget our 
colleagues that have retired or resigned, to join the Association and         
become part of the amazing and phenomenal SAAFA family.    

We, your Branch Executive Committee are there to serve you, press our 
button and we will be there. Let us strengthen and reinforce our bonds and 
together              “Let us make SAAFA Great Again”!  

I trust that wherever you and your families find yourselves over the Easter 
Weekend may your homes be filled with the Holy Spirit of peace and love. 
Happy Easter to you and your family as we celebrate our Father’s greatest 
sacrifice through his Son, Jesus Christ.  
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WO 1 (Ret)  Henry James (Oom Pottie)  Potgieter   

23 November 1937—22 August 2022 aged  84  

     Our deepest condolences to his family  from all of us at SAAFA  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Brigadier Andries (Dries) Kindor Van der Kolf   

25 July 1935—3 April 2023  

Our sympathy to the Van Der Colf Family 

Sunset Call : 

 

 

 

 

  

At the going down of the sun and in the morning,  

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM.  
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WEAL & WOE NAME LIST  

 

 

 

Weal:  

Birthday congratulatory cards were sent to all members and their next of kin wishing 
them well on their respective birthdays during March.  

5 th - Deon van der Merwe. 9 th – Brian Bell: - Terrance Wilson.  

11th – William Reichart. 12th – Anna Stebbing. 13th – Eugene Els.  

18th – Barry du Preez. 19th – Hendrik Kruger. 21st – John Brown. 22nd - Karen 
Long. 23rd - Lee Hall. 26th – Carlo Gagiano. (SAAFA Patron)  

27th - Barry Pate. 28th - Ivan Holshausen. 30th – Janet Williams.  

 

WOE.  

The following Branch Members are unwell and / or are recuperating from illness 
and / or operations.  

Get well cards were sent to the members experiencing medical setbacks and health 
problems and wished a speedy recovery to good health as they remain in our 
thoughts and prayers, and we hope to see them soon again.  

William Carstens, Whitey du Rand, Dewald Janse van Rensburg, John Brown.and 
Jaap Rossouw (NEC)  

 

Get well soon  
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Avro Shackleton Aircraft 
 

The Avro Shackleton was a purpose built maritime patrol aircraft developed from the Avro Lincoln 
bomber, which itself was a successor of the Avro Lancaster. The Avro Shackleton was named after 
the famous polar explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton. 
 

The Avro Shackleton entered service in 1951 and was primarily used as an Anti-Submarine Warfare 
(ASW) and Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) but they were also used for Search And Rescue (SAR) 
duties. A total of 185 Avro Shackleton aircraft were built between 1951 and 1958.  
 

The first to enter service were the Avro Shackleton MR Mk1 aircraft, delivered to RAF Coastal Com-
mand in April 1951. Avro Shackleton MR Mk 2 and Avro Shackleton MR Mk3 aircraft continued the 
Maritime Reconnaissance and Search and Rescue roles until 1972.  
 

Twelve Shackleton MR Mk2 aircraft were converted to AEW Mk2 and performed the Airbourne Early 
Warning (AEW) role until June 1991. Avro Shackleton aircraft were in operational service for over 40 
years. 
 

Avro Shackletons were in-service on 16 Royal Air Force squadrons and were deployed world-wide. 
No 35 Squadron of the South African Air Force also operated 8 Avro Shackleton MK3 aircraft from 
January 1957 until November 1984.  

No. 8 Squadron 
 
No. 37 Squadron     

No. 38 Squadron 

No. 42 Squadron 

No. 120 Squadron 

No. 201 Squadron 

No. 203 Squadron 

No. 204 Squadron 

No. 205 Squadron 

No. 206 Squadron 

No. 210 Squadron  No. 220 Squadron  No. 224 Squadron No. 228 Squadron 

No. 240 Squadron  No. 269 Squadron  and 35 Squadron SAAF 
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Avro Shackleton Variants 

  

 

 

 

Avro Shackleton Variants 
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Avro Shackleton MR Mk.3 

Avro Shackleton MR Mk.2                 Avro Shackleton AEW Mk.2 
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What Did They Call Her? 

 

"10,000 loose rivets flying in close formation". "The contra-rotating nissen hut" - just a couple of the 
less than complimentary nicknames for the Avro Shackleton, the aircraft that is a legend in her life-
time. This splendid old aeroplane is the Katherine Hepburn of the aviation world - no-one could ever 
recall her looking young, but her fine bone structure and aristocratic features have enabled her to  
carry her age gracefully. She appeals both to old and young.  
Like Katherine Hepburn she is noted for her versatility - any role accepted - all performed with equal 
panache - the true hallmark of star quality. 
How Did She Come To Be? 

As an island nation we learned the hard way during World Ward 2 that the submarine could  
bring us to our knees by cutting off our Atlantic lifeline. The Royal Navy performed magnificently in the 
Battle of the Atlantic, but ships suffer two great handicaps in the ASW game - they are relatively slow 
and can thus cover a limited area and, since they share the submarines' field of battle, they are targets 
as well as hunters.  
Accordingly the much-expanded Coastal Command, equipped with Catalinas, Sunderlands and  
Lend-lease Liberators, shouldered a large part of the ASW burden and by the war's end had de-
stroyed some 196 enemy submarines - a large proportion of the total.  
After the war the Liberators were returned to the USA and Coastal Command was left with only  
Lancaster 3s and, potentially, the new Lincolns as its land-based aircraft. Neither aircraft was at all 
ideal so the Air Ministry issued specification R5\46 calling for a completely new purpose built patrol 
aircraft. 
Apart from the obvious need for long range and endurance and the ability to carry the necessary  
sensors and weapons, the specification called for greater crew comfort and much reduced noise levels 
inside.  
There might be a cynic or two who would dispute that the specification was ever fully met! Avro's great 
designer, Roy Chadwick, sensibly opted for a low-risk solution to the specification using the same  
winning formula that stretched back through the Lincoln and the Lancaster to the ill-starred twin-

engine Manchester of the late-thirties, which, first flew on 25 July 1939.  
This formula was very simple and, like many simple ideas, very effective. It comprised a large, lightly-

loaded wing attached to a strong, load-bearing centre section: a capacious fuselage and bomb bay to 
contain the necessary large crew, sensors and weapons and four big, beefy engines to motivate the 
ensemble. 
We should pay tribute here to that other great engineer, without whom the Shack would not be the  
lady we love - Sir Henry Royce. It was his brilliant Merlin engine (so vital to the RAF during the War) 
that formed the basis of the more powerful Griffon. That, married to a contra-rotating prop, using Sir 
Jimmy Martin's ingenious translation unit, has powered the Shack throughout its life and given the 
world the characteristic "Griffon Growl".  
This engine has also been responsible for more domestic arguments over Hi-Fi settings than you can 
shake a stick at. Shackleton high-tone deafness is a well known occupational hazard.  
Chadwick's design, initially designated Avro Type 696, very soon was christened the Shackleton.  
The name Shackleton was chosen by Chadwick himself in honour of Sir Ernest Shackleton, one of 
Britain's greatest voyagers and explorers. Chadwick's wife, Mary, was a descendant of Shackleton, 
which made the choice of name doubly apt. 
 

The first of the breed, VW126, first flown by Jimmy Orrell betrayed her bomber ancestry with her mid-

upper turret. She also had twin cannon in nose barbettes and one of the recently-developed in-flight 
refuelling points in the tail. After the second prototype, VW131, the nose guns were abandoned as  
being inefficient and the in-flight refuelling option was also dropped, much the delight of future Shack 
crews. 
The MK 1A Shackleton, with uprated Griffon 57A engines, was issued to 11 Coastal Command 
Squadrons beginning with 120 Sqn in April 1951. She was possessed of all the qualities of her illustri-
ous forebears - easy to fly and with no real vices (as long as you didn't take liberties) - in fact a      
thorough lady. She was an instant hit with her crews, but from the beginning there were some short-
comings apparent in the MkI design.  
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The chin mounted radome was prone to birdstrike damage and its position prevented the desired 
360 radar scan: the single tail wheel was too weak to cope with the weight of the aircraft in any-
thing more than a reasonable lading and the braking system was rather inefficient and made 
ground handling difficult.  
Accordingly, issue two of the R5/46 resulted in the MkII Shackleton with the radar moved back to a 
ventral position. Abaft the wing and in a retractable radome - a decision Bill Houldsworth probably 
had reason to regret when, in the course of a night bombing detail he and his copilot both became 
disoriented and flew rather lower than briefed and left the scanner on the Ballykelly radar buoy. 
The nose was lengthened and given a bomb aimer's position and a nose gunner's position 
equipped with twin 20 mm Hispano cannon. She was also given a lengthened tail section with a tail 
look out position - primarily for assessing bombing accuracy, but also excellent during SAR Ops. 
  
With this, the definitive Shackleton shape had arrived. There are many who consider the MkII to be 
the best of the breed and she equipped every squadron except 201, as well as ASWDU, JASS 
Flight and the famous MOTU Maritime Operational Training Unit. 
 

Fine beast though the MkII was, the aircrew had obviously become a somewhat effete bunch, and 
they were still dissatisfied. They complained about the difficulty of landing the old tail-dragger, 
about the somewhat eccentric total loss pneumatic braking system and about the consequent 
problems with taxiing. They even complained about the noise and lack of comfort. An over-
indulgent Air Ministry issued a new requirement and the tricycle undercarriage, hydraulically 
braked MkIII was produced. 
 

It was slightly bigger, had a modified wing with tip tanks, carried extra fuel, had full sound insula-
tion, a proper galley and rest area and a tasteful creamy-brown interior like something from Vogue. 
For heaven's sake, it even had effective ailerons. Such decadence! The MkIII was also the only 
model exported - 8 going to 35 Sqn SAAF who flew them until 1984. 
In fine Royal Air Force tradition this bigger fuselage was duly stuffed with as much kit as could be 
fitted, with the result that, in the case of the MkIII Phase3, the all-up weight rose to 108,000 lbs. 
compared with the 82,000 lbs. of the MkIA.  
Even the mighty Griffon could not be relied upon to haul that lot off the 6000 ft. runways that were 
common at the time, so a pair of Avgas-burning Viper jets were installed in the outboard engine 
nacelles to assist with the task. 
Over the years several crews were to be grateful for these little screamers but none more so than 
the late Mike Bondesio (who died of a heart attack at the controls of a SAAF Shack in 1983).  
He managed to limp his crippled MkIII of 203 Squadron into Lisbon on 2 Griffons and one Viper - 
having to do some fast footwork to avoid the brand new Salazar Bridge. For his extreme profes-
sionalism he was awarded the AFC. 
 

There was, for a time, a proposal to re-engine the Shacks with the revolutionary Napier Nomad 
compound diesel-turbine engine which positively sipped fuel in comparison with the Griffon. This 
engine would have enabled the Shack to stay airborne even longer. To crews already carrying out 
18 hour sorties this didn't exactly seem like manna from heaven. It is quite possible that, had they 
fitted the Nomad and kept the inflight refuelling system, you could have sent a crew of first-tourists 
off on task and they would have recovered to base as haggard, if experienced, aircrew. 
 

One would have expected the younger MkIIIs to have outlived the MkIIs, but the stresses involved 
in Shackleton operations when using the MkIII Phase 3 exacted a high price in fatigue, with the re-
sult that the last of the line were the beloved MkIIs of 8 Sqn.  
The Shackleton in various marks and phases has served in just about every corner of the world 
and in just about every role that aircraft undertake except that of pure fighter. Although on 8 Sqn, 
as part of 11 (Fighter) GP, she proudly wore her fighter flashes alongside her roundels. a record - 
unless you know differently! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Shack was used in disaster relief operations as far afield as Belize and Morocco taking in sup-
plies and taking out refugees. The inhabitants were generally grateful, except perhaps for the oc-
cupants of the only house left standing in a Moroccan village after the Agadir earthquake - the only 
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Although on 8 Sqn, as part of 11 (Fighter) GP, she proudly wore her fighter flashes alongside 
her roundels. ur limited means. But all these squadrons were at the time home to hundreds of 
men to whom the name Shackleton still means something special. She served at stations from 
the much-loved Ballykelly to the rather more exotic Changi in Singapore. From her home ba-
ses she sallied forth on detachments all over the world. She flew largely unsupported, apart 
from what she could carry herself, continuing a tradition of self-sufficiency set by the old Flying 
Boat squadrons. From Andoya in Norway to Ysterplaat in South Africa and from Majunga to 
Hawaii, there must be, to this day, oil-ur limited means. But all these squadrons were at the 
time home to hundreds of men to whom the name Shackleton still means something special. 
She served at stations from the much-loved Ballykelly to the rather more exotic Changi in    
Singapore. From her home bases she sallied forth on detachments all over the world. She flew 
largely unsupported, apart from what she could carry herself, continuing a tradition of self-
sufficiency set by the old Flying Boat squadrons. From Andoya in Norway to Ysterplaat in 
South Africa and from Majunga to Hawaii, there must be, to this day, oil-stained patches of 
concrete bearing mute and somewhat puzzled witness to the passing of a Shackleton detach-
ment. 
 

It is interesting to note that, although no fighter, she has on several occasions been the first to 
intercept and identify Soviet Badgers and Mays while on duty in the Mediterranean. I don't 
know who were more surprised, the Soviet aviators or the fighter controllers at Olympus Radar 
in Cyprus. The Squadrons that she equipped read like a roll of honour: 37, 38, 42, 120, 201, 
203, 204, 205, 206, 210, 220, 224, 228, 240, 269, 35 Sqn South African Air Force, and of 
course 8 Sqn. Squadron. Squadrons that, in the main, have disappeared as our defence com-
mitments have shrunk in line. 

 

The main reason for these sagas was mechanical problems - particularly engine problems. 
The mighty Griffon for all its brute strength is a remarkably sensitive piece of kit which goes 
into a deep sulk at the drop of a hat (or even a magneto). The Griffon has one particularly in-
furiating habit - that of jamming up its starter motor. Until very recently the approved quick fix 
was to whip a panel off and give the starter motor a quick belt. It's surprising how often this 
worked, but the look on bystanders'  faces was something to behold - they always looked as 
though they were convinced that they were being wound up. 

The close-knit nature of Shackleton crews and their fun-loving disposition made for some en-
joyable detachments. A Shack crew was a travelling party waiting to happen and was always 
welcomed with open arms, and any rumours to the contrary are gross calumnies. Surely not 
even 205 Sqn could get banned from Sydney, or 204 & 269 from Malta. 
But life was not all good runs ashore. The Shack force crews were the original "work hard/play 
hard" types and work hard they certainly did in all sorts of jobs. Almost from the beginning of 
the Shackleton's life, its versatility was recognised and all sorts of oddities came its way.  
It was used for trooping duties between the UK and Cyprus during the Suez crisis which also 
marked the Shack's operational debut providing ASW cover for the Anglo-French fleets. No-

one could ever say that the old girl was the height of luxury as a transport, but it was better 
than marching and quicker (just) than a troopship and there were small compensations, for 
even in those days Shackleton haute cuisine was becoming legendary. One young Pongo sit-
ting on the floor among his 33 mates was not feeling too well (his face and his uniform were 
rapidly assuming the same colour) when the nav fought his way back to make some coffees 
and offered them around.  
This young soldier declined the proffered refreshment only to be berated by his Sergeant-
Major, saying "If sir is good enough to make you a coffee, you'll be good enough to drink it. 
Now drink it!!" I leave the colourful results to your imagination. 
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Membership: 

Membership levies/Finance 

To those who have paid a thank you.  If you are not sure if your payment has occurred or has been recorded  
please drop an email to cpt.saafa.finance@gmail.com  for attention Carol Havenga or 072 3007749 Please in-
clude a R100-00  donation to the Centurion Fund will get you one draw (or number) – which helps our elderly 
members  a good chance that you could win some of your money  back.  

Please remember when paying, you include your name as reference.                                                                     
Often money paid into bank  but no reference.  

Please do an EFT to account, if cash is  deposited we loose      

R45-00 in bank  charges so we then only get R105-00 of which  

R50-00 goes to National Office. 

Banking Details: SAAFA Cape Town Branch Standard Bank  

Account No. 072974915  Please put reference in: Your Name ! !! 

SOME LIGHTER MOMENTS 
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  . 

 

 

 

This is where the editor calls it quits for this  edition.  

Till next time keep well,  keep warm and stay safe. 

So as said at the end of this flight folks,  It is  Out until next time.  

 

 


